.mango Sunrise Registration Policies

Punto FA S.L. as part of this TLD Startup Plan sets forth this Sunrise Registration Policies, of specific application to those registrations that may occur within the .mango TLD during its sunrise period.

I. The .mango TLD Committee

Punto FA S.L. as part of its effort to ensure a smooth launch of its .mango TLD has created a .mango TLD Committee ("the Committee") to handle the unlikely event of any disputes that may arise during the sunrise period should there be any third party plaintiff that challenges a second level .mango domain name sunrise registration.

The Committee mission will exclusively be to handle challenges to decisions adopted following the rules of the .mango Sunrise Dispute Resolution Policy and to adopt a decision to solve the dispute according to the Sunrise Registration Policy and the Sunrise Dispute Resolution Policy.

Punto FA S.L. will designate among its officers the components of the .mango TLD Committee. No officer of the .mango Registry Operator involved in the handling of second level domain name registrations will be part of the .mango TLD Committee.

II. Start-Date Sunrise Period

Punto FA S.L. will conduct a Start-Date Sunrise Period. The Sunrise will start immediately after the end of the 30 day notice period communication to ICANN by the Registry Operator.

III. Sunrise period length.

The sunrise period in the .mango launch will have an extension of 30 day from the next available start date of the Sunrise Period, in conformity with the criteria set forth by ICANN.

IV. Sunrise Registrations Eligibility

Registrations during the Sunrise Period will be restricted to those applications complying with the criteria described in the .mango Registration Policies that are accompanied by a valid Signed Mark Data (SMD) file issued by the Trademark Clearinghouse.
.mango Registry will therefore only accept during the Sunrise Period those applications to register a name when such application comes from Punto Fa S.L. or any of its affiliates within the MANGO Group of Companies and the name applied for is an identical match of a trademark registered by either Punto FA S.L. or any of such affiliates that has a valid SMD file issued by the Trademark Clearinghouse.

V. Additional Launch Programs

.mango will have no additional launch programs.

VI. Sunrise Dispute Resolution Policy

Punto FA S.L. will handle any potential claims for the registrations registered during the sunrise period according to the Sunrise Dispute Resolution Policy, attached to this TLD Startup Plan and handled by the .mango TLD Committee.